Freshman Class Organizes With Election of Its Officers

WOODEN IS PRESIDENT

Athletes Predominate in Officers Selected by Class of '42

With the election of officers last week, the class of '42 at Hollins formally organized itself for its participation in college activities. Mrs. C. E. McMillan, who until recently was president of the University of Maryland Women's Laced and Athletic Association, and the only female president of any college athletic association in the country, was elected to the same position by the Hollins girls. Mrs. McMillan, in her first address to the Associated Press, said that the election of women to college athletic offices is the result of a trend that is taking place in most institutions of higher learning. She said that the women's movement has made it possible for women to hold positions of leadership and responsibility in all walks of life, and that it is only fitting that women should be given the opportunity to participate in college sports.

Wooden Miss Wooden has been one of the most active members of the class and has shown her enthusiasm for football particularly on the hockey field. In addition to her work in athletics, she is a member of the varsity basketball team, the varsity tennis team, and the varsity swimming team. She has shown great interest in the college's physical education program, and her enthusiasm is particularly evident on the hockey field.

Despite the weakness of our laws, she said further, "The Hollins audience was impressed by Miss Wooden's last lecture, in which she spoke of the importance of sports in education. She said that sports are an excellent way to teach children the value of teamwork and cooperation.

"I am particularly impressed with the Hollins girls," she said. "They are a fine group of young women who are making a valuable contribution to our college."

Hollins Holds Open Forum

The floor was opened for discussion about $1,500 was collected; in 1937 over $500 was raised; the committee has expressed the hope of surpassing this amount this year and that end is to double its efforts. They are reminding every one that every little bit helps.

Traditional White Gift Service Begins Christmas Season

Madonna is Revealed at Pageant

On Sunday, December 11, Hollins will begin its celebration of the Christmas season with the institution of the White Gift Service and the Christmas Pageant.

The White Gift Service, which is held as a part of the annual Christmas celebration, is the meeting of officers last week, Miss Bessee Carter Randolph spoke of the future of Hollins. She said that the school is particularly open to criticism by the students of the nation as well as some first-rate educators. The reasons the Countess gave were the same, selected not only for beauty but for their leadership qualities. Lady Judith was chosen to be chosen Madonna is a real tribute.

Town Hall Lecture Series Begin

Countess of Listowel Speaks on European Politics

The first of the Hollins Alumni Town Hall lectures will be given on Thursday, December 11, in the Little Theatre. The speaker, the Countess of Listowel, formerly Lady Judith de Marffy-Mantuans, of Hungary, will discuss the European political situation, particularly as it relates to the United States. Her lecture will be preceded by an informal reception at which refreshments will be served.

Disease Attacks Young

It is generally recognized that tuberculosis is a costly disease for the community, since it attacks young people in their most productive years. It is estimated that in Virginia one out of every 140 high school graduates dies of tuberculosis before the age of 25. Furthermore, it requires a long time to cure, with losses of wages, hospital costs and care of dependent families of patients during treatment.

The Christmas seal funds provide such preventive measures as Tuberculin tests for all children. X-rays to determine whether tuberculosis has developed, isolation of infectious cases in sanatoriums and publicity campaigns to assist the work of eradication. In particular in this local area the funds are used for treatments at Mercy House in Salem, where a new cottage for tubercular children is now being constructed and where adult patients are also treated.

Every Contribution Helps

Of the funds collected, at least 75% is used by the local associations, while the national association receives about 5% of the gross receipts from the sale. When the Christmas seal sale was first begun in 1910 about $5,000 was raised; the committee has expressed the hope of surpassing this amount this year and that end is to double its efforts. They are reminding every one that every little bit helps.

Student Aid Urged in Sale of Seals for T.B. Fund

With the approach of the Christmas season the annual sale of Christmas seals all over the country. At Hollins as everywhere else the seals are offered for sale at a penny apiece and all proceeds go toward the prevention and care of tuberculosis. Students here have been requested to buy as many as they are able even though the individual amounts may be small, and to place the money along with the seals they were unable to purchase in the box in the business office marked for that purpose.
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New Members of A. D. A. Give Stunt

A. D. A. then decided to have a stunt in which a group of their members would strike a pose and be photographed. It was anticipated that the stunt would be published in the school magazine and become a valuable addition to the scrapbooks of the students.

The stunt, which was arranged by the student council, consisted of a series of poses taken in the school yard. The students were dressed in their best attire and posed in various imaginative settings, such as a garden, a park, and a beach.

The stunt was a huge success and was well received by the students. It was featured in the school magazine and became a popular topic of conversation. The students were pleased with the outcome and decided to hold similar stunts in the future.

Under the Dome

Best for Saturday

But after a few months of work we do not yet have the material from the magazine that the club would enjoy and appreciate does not mean that such a magazine is not possible this is obviously true. We need a magazine that reflects the personality and character of the students and that is a true expression of their individuality.

After a session at the library open in a corner of the magazine or the magazine that we have is used as an effort to get better teachers and better classroom procedures. It is as though the students would welcome the opportunity to get such action as a result of all this criticism they do. The curriculum content got about 8 per cent better and other questionnaires, 20 to 30 years, was responded to by 21.

The Magazine

by Peggy Miller, Associate Editor

Hollins Student Life

The Hollins Chronicle is a new magazine that is being published in the school. It is intended to be a student-run publication that will reflect the thoughts and ideas of the students. The magazine is expected to be a valuable resource for students and a valuable addition to the school community.

Four new student editors have been appointed to the magazine, and a staff of 10 students has been selected to assist them.

The magazine will feature articles on a wide range of topics, including sports, entertainment, and local news. The first issue is expected to be published in the next few weeks.
Alumnae Tea Will Be Held Friday
Hollins Kiln and Kiln Meet Over
Two Cups

Who was that said the nation is a playground? Or did I at any rate? Still, no matter. There are the blankety, blankety cups! There are the hot mugs! There are the dishes and all the rest of it. The cups are in the kitchen. They are in the dining room. They are in the living room. They are in the parlor. And there are no more. They are all gone. No more to be had for miles around.

Dr. McBryde Speaks to Writers

The Writing Club had its first meeting at the home of Dr. McBryde. Mr. C. L. McMillon, a professor of English, spoke from 1935 to 1938. Mr. McMillon was introduced by the late Mr. J. A. Turner, a member of the club. Mr. McMillon said, "It is just what I was looking for." He also said, "I am just the man to give you the right direction."

Philo's Holiday Breakfast

J. W. Edwards of the Press said, "I am just the man to give you the right direction."

HONOR'S

C. E. B. Wightman of the Press said, "I am just the man to give you the right direction."

HORSES

E. L. S. H. IRROND

Chief of the Press said, "I am just the man to give you the right direction."

NAT USELookie

Sponsoring an Annual Summer
For the Good of the School
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A. A. S. Holds Southern Meeting

This basket ball season brings the introduction of two new. Three-court is definitely out, so Hollins, to keep in step, has adopted the newer form. This change in the divisions of the court should bring about a faster game and will involve more intricate passing than before. There will probably be more scoring than before as now there will be three forwards shooting, guarding will be on the zone type and should eliminate much of the close guarding that slows the game up. The class set-up will be any man's pick. Most all will be starting from scratch save some of the freshmen, and it's hard to say which class will "catch on" the quickest. The seniors have the material and, despite the change, should bring forth a better team than last year. Clarkson, ineligible last winter, will be among the forwards, as will Marcy Jones, providing her "leg" holds out. These two should lead a well-balanced team on the floor and keep the seniors in the running all the way. The class of 1940 has won one game on the court since their stay at Hollins, their record last year was scarcely indicative of their courageous playing under extreme handicaps. This year the picture appears brighter, if two forwards can be found to bear the brunt with Rosa Hedges. The guard situation is nearly better off. Susannah Farley tops the list, but whether any support can be furnished remains to be seen. The sophomores at present appear to be the best bet, defeated only by the champions last year they showed great promise and retaining most of their stars this year should again come forth with some excellent basketball. Many of the freshmen are experienced in two-court play and among the candidates are many of hockey fame. Just what they will do cannot be determined until they have been under fire. It should prove an almost interesting season, all come out and have a try.

Despite the fact that the Odd banner overshadowed the Even red and white on the front of Main, nevertheless the Even banner was up there, for the first time in four years. The game, as we all know, was a thriller and a heart-breaker. Over-confidence, injuries, jitters, etc., all had their share in the outcome. Both sides came mighty near winning, but each came mighty near losing, also. It was a shame more could not have made the varsity, for this season we have seen an abundance of good hockey players. It is most significant that four freshmen and four seniors made the team; there we have evidence that newness nor ageehin play too great a part when it comes to downright good hockey. Rohner, Hedges, Jones, Wooden, Cardwell, Nordlinger, Hoffacker, Sterling, Manning, Clarkson and Metcalfe composed the mythical eleven.

HOTEL
PATRICK HENRY
A ROBERT MEYER HOTEL
ARTHUR B. MOODY, Manager
Since the opening of the beautiful Patrick Henry Hotel, we have had for your service and convenience the Hollins Students' room. We invite you to make use of same. Call at office for key.

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Hollins Seal Jewelry
209 Jefferson Street
American Theatre Building

WALTERS
Printing & Manufacturing Co.
110 Kirk Ave., W.
Phone 466

ROANOKE
BOOK & STATIONERY CO.
211-213 First Street, S. W.
Manufacturers of HIGH-QUALITY SPORTING GOODS

WELCOME!
Tinker Tea House

All through the year and all around the clock Chesterfield's milder better taste gives millions more pleasure

At Christmas time send these pleasure-giving cartons of Chesterfields—packaged in gay holiday colors—welcomed by smokers everywhere.

You'll find Chesterfields a better cigarette because of what they give you—more smoking pleasure than any cigarette you can buy. We say the right combination of mild ripe home-grown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos rolled in pure cigarette paper.

Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Dresses, Hats, Sweater Jackets
By ALICE PORTER

Garland
CLEANSL & COVER-UP FURS

FEET FIRST
Knowing that shoes set the tone for her whole costume, the woman who is truly smart considers her FEET FIRST

"Beautiful Shoes"—Hosiery, too!
Proost-Childress ShoCo.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

WALTERS
Printing & Manufacturing Co.
110 Kirk Ave., W.
Phone 466

PRINTING
Hollins Student Organization
The Stone Printing and Manufacturing Company
Phone 6641 ROANOKE, VA.
Opposite Hotel Roanoke
Printers on Student Life

Swimmers Will Compete
TUESDAY IN ANNUAL MEET

The annual individual swimming meet, under the direction of Lita Alexander, chairman of that sport, will be held Tuesday afternoon, December 13. The winner of the meet will be awarded the cup presented last year by Miss Martha Pearse, class of 1938, now a member of the college staff. Present holder of the cup is Miss Polly French, ex-40. An innovation on the program this year will be the Tandem relay, a novel and exciting race requiring of the swimmer great endurance in handling herself in the water. This will replace the plunge event of former years. As before, however, there will be front crawl, back crawl and free style events for speed, and contests for form, both in swimming and diving. The latter is, of course, the climax from the spectator's point of view. The girls who are expecting to participate in the event are: Lita Alexander, Martha Bowman, Ann Bowman, Mary Fischer Dana, Ruth De Sautet, Marcia Earle, Bette Ettinger, Ann Fowles, Ann George, Ann Hall, Peggy Hilliard, Mary Welebel, Harriet Clarkson, Alma Durden and Elizabeth Shibley.

Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.